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Abstract  By means of statistical analysis and module concept, this paper investigated the current sit-
uation of high school girl’s uniform and put forward its improved design and database establishment. 
Combined with the survey data, the future design direction and trend of the high school girls’ uniform 
were proposed. By using modular design concept, the uniform is divided into five modules, and a style 
database has been built. Meanwhile, the parametric pattern database has been completed by using gar-
ment CAD system, based on the style database above, which has 42,336 possibilities to assemble a pair 
of school uniform. Combining with digital sewing techniques and by using computerized embroidery ma-
chine, the personalized design of high school girl’s summer uniform has been realized. And two simu-
lated case have been given for examples to prove its feasibility. The idea of modular design and para-
metric design method proposed in this study offer references for establishing the modular design data-
base and parametric pattern database for other types of school uniform and are of relatively high prac-
tical and theoretical value.
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Introduction

Garment is an essential part in human’s life. It is a kind of culture and a mirror of the times, so is the 
school uniform. School uniform is a main carrier and an important part of campus culture (Van der 
Geer, 2000). It is a spiritual connotation of campus culture together with school name, crest, song and 
motto. The concept of school uniform was originated from the western schools. However, the concept of 
school uniform in China was originally introduced by the western church school (Strunk & White, 1979). 
According to records, Britain is the birthplace of student uniforms. The British-style school uniform won 
the affection of students and the promotion around the world at that time with its good functionality and 
modality aesthetics. Subsequently, Japan and Korea’s school uniform with its refined lovely uniform style 
not only shows the spirit of adolescents, but also became an irreplaceable part of national culture. The 
emergence of school uniforms not only restraints the mutual comparisons between students in schools, 
but also sets up healthy gender awareness. Meanwhile, absorbing the elements of fashion uniform design 
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constantly can improve the students' collective sense of belonging in schools, and effectively improve the 
level of their aesthetic.

However, the development of school uniform culture in China is relatively slow, and a comparative 
and sophisticated system of the school uniform culture hasn’t been completed. Therefore, the research 
and design of characteristic school uniform which students like is a task with a profound historical and 
social significance.

Literature Review

Research on School Uniform in China

Wei (2004) gave a deep elaboration of campus clothing culture by introducing and researching on the 
history and current studies of school uniform at home and abroad, which gave a reference significance 
and guideline for Chinese school uniform design. School uniform not only represents a specification, or-
der and discipline, at the same time, it should also be designed to avoid inflexible, and need to add the 
human elements (Yan, 2005). Tian (2006) carried out a survey and an analysis about the students’ sug-
gestions of Chinese school uniform (middle and primary school), motivation and current development. A 
deep analysis on the problems and its reasons of today’s school uniform market in the aspect of student 
psychology was proposed, giving a certain reference value for future development of school uniform. C. 
Wang (2008) studied on the development and current situation of domestic and foreign school uniform, 
She elaborated the design and existing problems of Chinese school uniform by analyzing the character-
istics of school uniform in different countries and put forward own design opinions on style, color and 
material. Li and Jia (2011) took advantage of Kansei engineering analysis and did the quantitative evalu-
ation on uniform Kansei demand. By survey analysis, the study summarized the needs and preference of 
uniform design and concluded six uniform design factors, namely comfort, practical, fashion, personality, 
cuteness and simple. T. Wang (2011) summarized the Chinese school uniform development from modern 
times and proposed that the aesthetic perception of uniform design is a comprehensive concept. It should 
be combined with several elements so as to form a kind of harmonious clothing beauty, including over-
all beauty, inner beauty, beautiful modeling, color beauty and etc. Qi (2011) gave an explicit conclusion 
that school uniform design should take the students' psychological and physiological characteristics into 
account and combine with local culture and campus culture. And a personalized uniform design practice 
was conducted based on the characteristics of primary and middle school students.

Throughout the comprehensive review of the development and current situation of the school uni-
forms it can be found that our Chinese school uniform still has many shortcomings and defects, and has 
certain gap with other foreign countries. Its study lags behind relatively and does not form a certain 
system. First of all, uniform design is lack of fashion, namely, the design does not agree with current 
trends and aesthetic direction. Secondly, it lacks scientific nature, namely, the lack of high technology 
content, especially in the aspects of style and pattern design and fabric development. There are few re-
searches on the students’ body type characteristics and their preference of style, color, etc. Finally, the 
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design is lack of cultural features, that is, design, color, fabrics and pattern need to conform to the char-
acteristics of students (C. Wang, 2008). In fact, in some foreign countries, school uniform indicates fash-
ionable popular elements and application of high-tech technology. At the same time, it is the reflection 
of its own unique culture. Sports wear is the major style type of Chinese school uniforms, mainly a 
T-shirt and knitting sweater. While there is no significant difference between boys and girls style, which 
can be regarded as a kind of no gender clothing (neutral clothing). Only a few schools began to have 
uniform style in recent years. 

According to reviewed researches, the problems such as common design with no features, single 
color, poor fabric quality, fixed structure, no brand and no gender differences have become the main 
challenges of the uniform design in China. Therefore, as a representation and a reflection of students’ 
image and education situation of a country, the optimization of school uniform design and its research 
are imperative.

The Use of Database in Apparel Industry

A database is a warehouse according to the data structure to organize, store and manage data (Ding, 
2013). J.Martin gave a more complete definition for database: A database is an organized collection of 
data. It is the collection of schemes, tables, queries, reports, views and other objects. The data is struc-
tured, no harmful or unnecessary redundancy, and is for a variety of application services. Data storage is 
independent of the using procedures. The data is typically organized to model aspects of reality in a 
way that supports processes requiring information. When a system is completely separated in structure 
from a number of databases, this system includes a "database collection" (Ding, 2013). With the rapid 
development of information technology, database is widely used in various fields, as well as the apparel 
industry. There have been some breakthroughs in database research and establishment for different cloth-
ing elements.

Luo (2008) studied on the clothing pattern database, proposed the pattern classification basis of pat-
tern database establishment and analyzed the data structure. The database was built by method of para-
metric design. Rong (2008) established a female shirt collar database with a certain number and style by 
garment CAD technology. Wan (2012), under the premise of the implementation of parameterized pattern 
design, realized the establishment of the blouse database. At the same time, on account of style database 
characteristic, Wan summarized the change rules of the corresponding styles, completed the pattern para-
metric design of the modular style design and set up the parametric pattern database of women blouse.

The Analysis of Current Situation of Existing High School Girl’s Summer Uniform

Before the improved design of high school girl’s school uniform, first of all, a thorough inves-
tigation and analysis of the existing school uniform has been done. Questionnaire is the main form of 
investigation. By investigating the preferences and satisfaction of public for Chinese high school girl’s 
summer uniform, this paper aims to understand the public’s feelings and opinions about the girl’s summ-
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er uniform and sum up the demands and preferences of its design. The improved design scheme was put 
forward, providing a certain reference value for school uniform designers and production enterprises. 
On-site and online are two kinds of forms used respectively in the survey. After removing invalid ques-
tionnaires, finally 356 valid questionnaire responses were received.

Through investigation analysis, it can be found that the casual wear gains more preference of the 
public in summer. Also, it is the most popular type of uniform style. This shows that the common phe-
nomenon, “sportswear for school uniform”, is not the ideal school uniform style in people’s mind. More 
people want to have other types of school uniform styles. Meanwhile, in hot and sweaty summer, a 
looser style can cause little discomfort after sweating. In terms of color, dark color and pink color 
gained more affection in the survey. Of all the respondents, the degree of affection of British style is 
significantly higher than other styles, which accounts for 49.44% of the total. British style is charac-
terized by elegance, natural feelings and nobleness by using classic Scottish tartan, double-breast element, 
fine tailoring and simple design. It is very traditional, conservative and dignified, and it also modifies 
woman's curve. And Japanese style is the second highest option for uniform style. Sailor suit and pleated 
skirt are the main characteristics of Japanese school uniforms. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the typical 
British and Japanese style school uniforms.

 

Figure 1. 
British style uniform
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Figure 2.
Japanese style uniform

Finally, by investigating the importance degree of nine factors of high school girl’s summer uni-
form of public, it can be found that the style, fabric, comfort and size fitness gain more attention of 
public with scores exceeding 4 points (out of 5). In addition, color and production technique are also of 
great importance with scores of 3.83 and 3.66 points. That is, style design, fabric and color choices, 
good comfort and fitness should be taken into great consideration in future school uniform design.

Improved Design Plan

Modular Design Concept

The modular design means that on the basis of functional analysis of the different functions or the same 
functions with different properties and different specifications products within a certain range, a series of 
functional modules is divided and designed. By selecting and combining each module, different products 
can be formed to meet different needs of the design method of the market (Mettam & Adams, 1999).

First of all, high school girl’s uniform can be divided into two modules: tops and bottoms. Tops 
can be further divided into bodice, collar, sleeves and front fly, while bottoms can be further divided in-
to skirt and culottes. By taking into account the feasibility of the final module combination, high school 
girls summer uniform is eventually divided into five modules, that is bodice, collar, sleeves, front fly 
and bottoms. At the same time, considering the differences between knitted and woven fabrics in the use 
of some styles, so they are separately classified during the modular design. Figure 3 shows the modular 
design styles.
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Figure 3.
Style modular design

Establishment of Style Database

Existing school uniform style (British, American, Japanese and Korean style, etc.), professional books and 
networks are the main source of the styles in style database. Because high school girl’s summer uniform 
style is relatively loose, so the styles in the database can be both applied to knitted and woven fabrics. 
Taking into account the most popular British and Japanese style, double-breast and pleats elements are 
added into style design. Thus, a style database is built by using Adobe Illustrator CS6, containing 10 
bodices, 23 collars, 10 sleeves, 7 plackets, 12 bottoms, which has 212,520 possible uniforms by permuta-
tion and combination. Figure 4 shows the part of the established style database.

The main differences of bodice design exist in silhouette, different locations of darts, types of style 
lines and decorative design. Collar is one of the essential parts of clothing, and it is also one of the 
key designs of high school girl’s summer uniform. In this paper, uniform collar is divided into the neck-
line collar, flat collar, single stand collar, turn collar and stand collar. Considering the convenience and 
effectiveness of the modular design and to meet the high school girls summer uniform sleeves style, 
multi-piece sleeves construction and raglan sleeves is inconvenient and unsuitable for sleeve modular de-
sign for schoolgirl’s summer uniform. Therefore, on the basis of set-in sleeves, and sleeves are divided 
into short sleeves and long sleeves according to the length.

The main styles of uniform skirt are A-line dress and pleated skirt. Culottes look like skirts in ap-
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pearance, and it is combined with some of the characteristics of skirts and pants. Moreover, it not only 
retains the advantages of pants, such as ease of movement, convenience and etc., but also has flowing 
and comfort features. Culottes style can meet the demands of the proposed requirements by the re-
spondents, while still allows school girls to move conveniently and freely in school activities. Meanwhile, 
all the culottes styles can be changed into skirt structure. 

Figure 4.
Part of the style database

Color Scheme

“Color is most important in my creation, because color can be seen from far way.” (He, 2009, p. 72) 
The famous French fashion designer Pierre Cardin once said. It is obvious that color plays such an im-
portant role in fashion design. In real life, garment gives the impression of a variety of different color 
feelings, and is adapted to the natural environment and human psychology. Color design of garment is a 
creative aesthetic activity. Of course, color use in high school girl’s uniform is also of importance. 
According to the existing summer uniforms in China, the color design is relatively monotonous and lacks 
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changes. White and dark are the main colors. 
Survey results show that in terms of color, the mass prefers the color series of pink and dark 

color. Therefore, taking the reference of survey findings, the color design of high school girl’s summer 
uniform can have a variety of combinations: light color such as pink and baby blue or jointed with 
white are the suggestions for tops, while dark color (such as brown, navy and gray) or the same light 
color as tops are chosen for bottoms. The match of these two color series can embody the lovely char-
acteristics of high school girls while it will not loose a feeling of mature at the same time.

Establishment of Parametric Pattern Database

Parametric design can be defined as by changing one part of or some part of the graphic size, or mod-
ify parameter parts which has been defined, the modification of the relevant part of the graphic struc-
tures can be conducted intelligently, realizing the function of driving graphics (Zhen, 2012). In garment 
pattern design, a corresponding relationship exists between the mathematical model and the control parts 
of pattern samples. The pattern pieces are affected by the change of size, in order to generate the re-
quired sample patterns, realizing the automatical generation of pattern.

The Principle of Parametric Design

Parametric design means that there exists a certain correlation among size, data, variables and formula 
adopted in pattern design. The change of one part of the parameters can drive the variation of all re-
lated structure lines in pattern. There is a certain relation between the size of design objects and parame-
ters and pattern pieces are changed by the drive of clothing size. The three main basic elements of para-
metric design are: parameters, design based on parameter and unified database (Yao, 2011). Parametric 
principle is on the basis of the body type parameter design, in line with the requirements of same style 
corresponding to various sizes in garment manufacturing.

In order to realize automatic and intelligent pattern making, it is not enough to simply use para-
metric pattern design method. Building a complete database, namely pattern database is also needed. The 
establishment of pattern database of high school girl’s summer uniform in this paper provides a practical 
application that one can easily call the pattern samples in the database and carry on the corresponding 
modification of the pattern in accordance with the requirements of custom size, style characteristic, gen-
erating new pattern samples automatically. The parametric pattern database can greatly improve the pro-
duction efficiency and realize the automation and intellectualization of CAD pattern design.

Parametric Pattern Database Establishment

According to the characteristics of the styles in each module, parametric structure design for school uni-
form has been conducted in this paper. Figure 5 shows the conventional diagram of pattern database of 
high school girl’s summer uniform. The database has been divided into four main modules, that is bod-
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ice, collar, sleeves, and bottom (including skirts and culottes). The opening module in the style database, 
because of its simple structure and association with bodice, is concluded in the style module. 

Figure 5.
Pattern database conventional diagram

All the clothing patterns were drafted by means of garment CAD system. All the pieces patterns 
were made on the basis of a basic pattern. The drafting process of basic patterns of garment bodice and 
bottom adopts formula method, using formulas to establish the clothing overall specification and detail 
specification. The CAD system will store multiple overall specifications of different sizes. One just need 
to input detail specification formula and the system can automatically generate patterns with different 
sizes without the demand of artificial calculation, That truly realize the fast automatic generation of para-
meterized pattern. All the basic specifications of patterns in the database are in accordance with the na-
tional standard GB/t 1335-1997, choosing standard intermediates 160/84A, namely, G=160cm, W*=68cm. 
In practical application, one can change the pattern size according to the custom size by the advantage 
of CAD system and parametric design concept. Table 1 to Table 6 show the overall and detail specifica-
tion size of bodice and bottoms (skirt and culottes). The three basic patterns of bodice, skirt and culottes 
(see Figure 6 to Figure 8) were completed according to the specifications above. All the modular design 
in the style database can be transformed into pattern on the basis of these three basic patterns.

Table 1.
Overall size design of bodice

Body Part Overall Size

Bust B=(B*+q)+x=(84+0)+10=94cm（q = underwear thickness）

Front Waist Line FWL=0.25G+y=0.25×160+0.5=40.5cm

Neckline N=0.25((B*+q)+z=0.25×(84+0)+16=37cm

Shoulder Width S=0.3B+k=0.3×94+12=40.2cm
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Table 2.
Detail size design of bodice

Front Piece Back Piece

FB=B/4+0.5 BB=B/4-0.5

FBW=0.15B+3 BBW=0.15B+4

FNL=N/5 BNL=(N/5-0.7)/3

FNW=N/5-0.7 BNW= N/5-0.7

FS=S/2-k= S/2-0.7(k=shrinkage) BS=S/2

AHL=0.2B+2.5 /

Table 3.
Overall size design of skirt

Body Part Overall Size

Skirt Length SKL=0.4G+x=0.4×160-14=50cm

Waist W=W*+y=68+0=68cm

Hip H=H*+z= W*+22+4=94cm

Table 4.
Detail size design of skirt

Front Piece Back Piece

FH=H/4+1 BH=H/4-1

FW=W/4+1+darts BW=W/4-1+darts

Table 5.
Overall size design of culottes

Body Part Overall Size

Trouser Length TL=0.4G+x=0.4×160-14=50cm

Waist W=W*+2=68+2=70cm

Hip H=H*+z= W*+22+9=99cm

Rise BR=0.1G+0.1H+q=0.1×160+0.1×99+4.1=30cm

Table 6.
Detail size design of culottes

Front Piece Back Piece

FH=H/4 BH=H/4

FW=W/4+darts BW=W/4+darts

FBRW=H/12 BBRW=H/8
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By using garment CAD system, the parametric pattern database are completed, containing 9 bodi-
ces, 21 collars, 8 sleeves, 7 plackets, 3 skirts and 1 culottes which has 42,336 possibilities. The para-
metric pattern design of high school girl’s summer uniform has the advantages of high practical uses and 
simple style changes, which has its original creation and important significance by combining modular 
style database with parametric pattern database of school uniform.

  

Figure 6. 
Bodice basic pattern   

Figure 7.
Skirt basic pattern
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Figure 8.
Culottes basic pattern

Application Cases Analysis

On the basis of the establishment of style and pattern database of high school girl’s summer uniform, 
two simulated case have been given for examples to prove its feasibility. By selecting styles from the 
module style database and choosing the corresponding pattern pieces from the pattern database, two pairs 
of summer uniforms have been made finally. All the uniform size is in accordance with the national 
standard GB/t 1335-1997, choosing standard intermediates 160/84A. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the fi-
nal designs of two different uniforms.

The operability and practicability of the modular style database and parametric pattern database 
have been proved based on two cases. Combining with digital sewing techniques and by using compu-
terized embroidery machine, the personalized design of high school girl’s summer uniform has been 
realized.
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Figure 9.
Final design of uniform (style 1)

Figure 10.
Final design of uniform (style 2)

Result

Taking high school girls’ summer uniform as the study object, on the basis of marketing investigation 
and survey, styled high school girl’s uniform has been studied by using module and parametric design 
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concept. An improved design plan has been proposed as follow:

(1) Looser casual style or uniform style should replace today’s sportswear style. Color design can 
have a variety of combinations: light color such as pink and baby blue or jointed with white 
are the suggestions for tops, while dark color or the same color as tops are chosen for 
bottoms.

(2) School uniform style use the Western-style and Japanese style uniform elements for reference, 
however the design should also reflect the Chinese traditional elements such as traditional 
Chinese embroidery and patterns so as to achieve the perfect combination of fashion and 
tradition.

(3) Based on modular design concept, high school girl’s summer uniform is divided into tops 
(bodice, collar, sleeves and front fly) and bottoms. A style database has been established.

(4) By means of parametric design method and garment CAD system, parametric structure design 
for uniform’s bodice, collar, sleeve, skirt and culottes has been conducted and a parametric pat-
tern database has been built.

(5) The operability and practicability of the modular style database and parametric pattern database 
have been proved according to two simulated cases. The idea of style and pattern database es-
tablishment can be applied to other school uniforms in different seasons or boys uniform 
design.
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